
25 February 1992 

From:  Commandant 

To:      LTJG Euill Long, USCG 

 

Subj:  LETTER OF COMMENDATION 

 

1.  I note with pride and am pleased to commend you for your performance of duty while serving as Copilot of Coast 

Guard HH-3F 1493 engaged in the rescue of six persons on 30 October 1991. The 32 foot sailing vessel SATORI, 

with one man and two women on board, began foundering in high seas and near hurricane force winds 100 miles 

south of Cape Cod Massachusetts. An HH-3F helicopter and HU-25 jet from Air Station Cape Cod launched at first 

light to assist. Over the course of the next nine hours, six different Cape Cod air crews responded to this distressed 

sailboat. As copilot of the third helicopter to assist the SATORI, you navigated, performed engine checks, and 

computed fuel consumption during the entire evolution, encountering gusty 50 knot winds, 35 foot seas and limited 

visibility while on scene for over three hours. During this time, the USCGC TAMAROA (WMEC 166) unsuccessfully 

attempted to rescue the SATORI's crew with a rigid hull inflatable (RHI) boat. Witnessing the small boat crew's futile 

attempts, the crew of CG1493 deployed the rescue swimmer as a last resort to save the SATORI's crew. You served 

as an expert safety pilot while the pilot and flight mechanic completed four hoists of the SATORI crew and rescue 

swimmer. Due to substantial damage sustained to the RHI during this rescue evolution, its three man crew was forced 

to abandon their craft, entering the water to be recovered by CG1493. Once again, the rescue swimmer was deployed 

and another four arduous hoists were successfully completed. 

  

2.  You are commended for your outstanding performance of duty. By your meritorious service you have upheld the 

highest traditions of the United States Coast Guard. 

  

3.  You are hereby authorized to wear the Commandant's Letter of Commendation Ribbon Bar with the Operational 

Distinguishing Device. 

 

 

<signed> 

P. H. GARRITY 

Captain, U. S. Coast Guard 

Commanding Officer 

Coast Guard Air Station Cape Cod 

By direction of the Commandant 

  



 

Letter of Commendation (explanation for lower-level award inclusion in Roll of Valor): 

 

TODAY IN COAST GUARD AVIATION HISTORY - 30 OCTOBER 1991: an HH-3F #1493 assigned to Air 

Station Cape Cod, MA and crewed by LCDR Claude Hessel (AC); LT Euill Long (CP); AD2 Scott Vriesman 

(FM); AE2 Doug Ayres (AV) and ASM3 David Moore (RS) launched in response to three crew members on 

the battered 32-foot sailboat SATORI, 60 miles south of Martha's Vineyard, off the Massachusetts coast. 

 

This was the sailboat rescue described in Sebastian Junger's book "The Perfect Storm". The case was also 

depicted in the major motion picture based on that book. However, instead of crediting the U.S. Coast Guard 

with the rescue - the "powers that be" compressed the storylines and depicted the U.S. Air Force HH-60G 

aircrew saving these folks ( ). 

 

Numerous attempts to deliver rescue equipment to SATORI had failed due to a combination of vessel 

configuration and violent movement, which presented no clear area for hoisting. As darkness approached, the 

decision was made to have the SATORI's crew abandon their vessel and be hoisted from the water. The 

aircrew was faced with the challenges of 50 knot winds, 35 foot seas and limited visibility while deploying the 

rescue swimmer and hoisting survivors from the water. The pilot and flight mechanic expertly worked to get 

the helicopter over the survivors and completed four hoists of SATORI's crew and the rescue swimmer. When 

a small boat from the USCGC TAMAROA (WMEC 166) was so badly damaged while supporting this 

evolution that it could not be recovered by TAMAROA, the rescue swimmer was deployed again and they 

quickly hoisted three Coast Guardsmen after they abandoned their craft. This aircrew completed a total of nine 

challenging hoists during the period of over an hour under the most demanding of conditions.  

Rescued from the SATORI were: Captain Ray Leonard and his crew, Sue Bylander and Karen Stimpson.  

 

I've spoken to several people and the consensus seems to be that ASM3 Moore earned the Air Medal while 

CDR Hessel and AD2 Vriesman both earned the Coast Guard Commendation Medal with "O" device.  LT 

Long and AE2 Ayres both earned the Commandant's Letter of Commendation. 

 
 


